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Challenges in LHC
At the LHC proton beams collide at a frequency of 40 MHz

Extreme data rates of O(100 TB/s)

“Triggering” - Filter events to reduce data rates to manageable levels
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The LHC big data problem

Deploy ML algorithms very early
Challenge: strict latency constraints!

1 ns 1 µs 100 ms 1 s
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Field-Programmable Gate Array
Reprogrammable integrated circuits

Configurable logic blocks and embedded components

- Flip-Flops (registers)
- LUTs (logic)
- DSPs (arithmetic)
- Block RAMs (memory)

Massively parallel

Low power

Traditionally programmed with VHDL and Verilog

High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools

- Use C, C++, System C 4



Model

Supported DL frameworks:

Quantized 
model

Quantization and pruning 
techniques:

- QKeras + AutoQ (Keras)
- Brevitas (PyTorch)

hls4ml

Model conversion, 
optimization, profiling & 
tuning

C++/HLS 
project Hardware

Xilinx FPGAs, Intel/Altera 
FPGAs, Intel x86 CPUs

hls4ml pipeline
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https://github.com/google/qkeras
https://github.com/Xilinx/brevitas


How to use hls4ml
Installation:

pip install hls4ml

Usage via Python API:
import hls4ml

my_model = … # build the model in Keras

my_config = hls4ml.utils.config_from_keras_model(my_model)

hls_model = hls4ml.converters.convert_from_keras_model(my_model,

    fpga_part=’xcvu9p-flgb2104-2-e’, output_dir=’my_hls_prj’, hls_config=my_config)

report = hls_model.build()

Usage via CLI:
hls4ml config  --model my_model.onnx --fpga xcvu9p-flgb2104-2-e \

               --dir my_hls_prj --output my_config.yml

hls4ml convert --config my_config.yml

hls4ml build   --project my_hls_prj --all

Much, much more is available in the docs 6

https://fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml/


Modular design inspired by traditional compilers

- Fully extensible by introducing new frontends/optimizers/backends

Hardware-agnostic internal representation (IR) model

- Abstraction of NN layers, tensors, variables, types, precision
- Evolving
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Architecture of hls4ml

TF frontend

Keras frontend

PyTorch frontend

ONNX frontend

TensorFlow model ➞

Keras model ➞

PyTorch model ➞

ONNX model ➞

hls4ml optimizer(s)

Quartus backend

Xilinx backend

Catapult backend

oneAPI backend

➞ Xilinx FPGAs

➞ Intel FPGAs

➞ ASICs

➞ Intel x86, Xe...



On-chip weights
- Much faster access times ➞ lower latency
- Weights can be stored in registers or block RAM

Storing weights off-chip (DDR, HBM…) is being explored

User controllable trade-off between resource usage and latency/throughput
- Tuned via “reuse factor”

Extensible design
- Support for custom model architectures, extensions to the internal representation, new hadrware 

platforms...
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Distinguishing features



Parallelization: Use reuse factor to tune the inference latency versus 
utilization of FPGA resources

- Can be specified per-layer

Quantization: Reduce precision of the calculations

Compression: Drop unnecessary weights (zero or close to zero) to reduce 
the number of DSPs used

Full performance 
at 8 fractional bits

Quantization

compression
Number of 
DSPs available

70% compression ~ 70% fewer DSPs

~75 ns

~175 ns

Longer latency

More resources 9

Parallelization

Exploiting FPGA hardware



Supported architectures:
- DNNs

- Zero-suppressed weights
- Binary/Ternary layers (computation without using DSPs) - arxiv:2003.06308 
- QKeras integration - arxiv:2006.10159 

- CNNs
- Convolution and pooling layers

- RNNs
- LSTMs
- Early PoC stage

- Graph NNs
- GarNet architecture - arxiv:2008.03601 
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WIP

Current status

NEW

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.06308
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10159
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.03601


hls4ml implementation challenges
Model/framework support

- How do we integrate the different functionalities of the DL frameworks? How do we handle diverging 
backends? How do we abstract the different backend frameworks without duplicating most of the 
code?

- Must have a robust IR
- Considered ONNX, but decided to implement our own format

- Keep IR as general as possible and offload diverging functionality to frontend- and backend-specific 
optimizers

Performance challenges
- Mostly related to HLS (C++)
- HLS is a complex blackbox tool that often produces unexpected results when aiming for lowest 

latency
- Pipelining loops/functions, unrolling, partitioning can create issues

- Requires changes to most of the traditional CPU/GPU algorithms
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Challenges of implementing convolution in HLS
Direct convolution algorithm

- 6 nested loops
- Long latency due to switching context between loops
- Unrolling loops quickly hits the limit

GEMM-based approach

- Build an input matrix and multiply it with weights (im2col)
- HxWxC tensor becomes very large as we add filters

- Hits the HLS partitioning limit easily
- Partition the array (block or cyclic) into smaller arrays
- Difficult to match access pattern of activation tensors
- block/cyclic partitioning often requires use of % operator

- Introduces UREM IP cores, ~10 cycles penalty 12

for out_c in range(n_filt):
  for i in range(height):
    for j in range(width):
      for c in range(n_chan):
        for fi in range(k_height):
          for fj in range(k_width):
            elem = input[i+fi, j+fj, c]
            w = weights[fi, fj, c, out_c]
            output[i, j, out_c] += elem * w



CNN implementation using streams
HLS streams

- FIFO that allows only sequential access
- Represented by hls::stream<T>  class
- Both blocking and non-blocking read() and write()

Requires reengineering of all algorithms to read/write sequentially

- Not possible to use direct or im2col algorithms

Sequential approach: Collect data from input pixels until we can compute one output

- Store pixel contributions in an array (need to store K x oW (x C) elements)
- Compute the value of output pixel with a single call to matrix-vector multiplication

- We can reuse existing matrix-vector multiplication used in Dense layer
- Instead of bookkeeping logic, encode instructions into array
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Encoding instruction array
For each input pixel, compute the position in sliding window

- We can make the instruction array binary

Create a (binary) mask of contributions
- E.g., { 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 }
- Compute output if mask[k*k-1] = 1
- Store as K x K array as ap_uint<K*K>

Most of the pixels have the same mask!
- We need to compress the array
- Find the smallest possible image that exhibits the same access 

pattern
- E.g., 3x3 kernel with unit stride will have 25 unique patterns
- We can encode every 3x3 convolution with unit stride using 

only 25 instructions 



Performance evaluation of CNN implementation
Street-view house numbers dataset (SVHN)

- 32x32x3 images

- A tougher MNIST

Model architecture:
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Model performance
Baseline models

- Full 32-bit precision (BF)
- Full 32-bit precision, pruned (BP)

- 75% sparsity
- Polynomial decay

QKeras models
- Quantized (Q)

- Binary (1-bit)
- Ternary (2-bit)
- Quantized to 3-16 bits

- Pruned (QP)
- 75% sparsity
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Model performance on an FPGA
Targeting a Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ VU9P series FPGA

Vivado HLS 2020.1

200MHz clock

17More details in our upcoming paper!



oneAPI backend (preview)
Intel oneAPI

- “A core set of tools and libraries for building and deploying high-performance, data-centric 
applications across diverse architectures”

- Data Parallel C++ (DPC++) language, an evolution of C++
- Allows code reuse across hardware targets - CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs
- Permits custom tuning for individual accelerators

oneAPI in hls4ml
- Generates DPC++ projects that can be embedded into larger apps (e.g., CMSSW)
- Implemented using oneAPI Math Kernel Library (oneMKL) and oneAPI Deep Neural Network Library 

(oneDNN) primitives only
- Supports commonly used NN layers

- DNNs, CNNs
- Custom networks (graph nets)
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WIP



Performance evaluation of oneAPI backend
MNIST model
Tested in Intel DevCloud on Intel Xeon Gold 6128 processor

- 6 cores @ 3.40GHz
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MNIST inference using hls4ml oneAPI backend
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Possible paths of future oneAPI development
Enabling quantization

- oneDNN supports 32-bit, 16-bit and 8-bit types in x86 hardware

Supporting more layer types

- Using the primitives available in oneDNN

Performance profiling and benchmarking

Deployment of the software on other Intel architectures

- Xe GPU architecture, Habana and (perhaps) FPGAs
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Conclusions
hls4ml - software package for translation of trained neural networks into synthesizable 
FPGA firmware

- Tunable resource usage latency/throughput
- Fast inference times, O(1µs) latency

Currently being extended to multiple hardware architectures

- Cross-architecture support powered by Intel oneAPI 

More information:

- Website: https://hls-fpga-machine-learning.github.io/hls4ml/
- Code: https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/hls4ml
- Tutorial: http://cern.ch/ssummers/hls4ml-tutorial
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https://hls-fpga-machine-learning.github.io/hls4ml/
https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/hls4ml
http://cern.ch/ssummers/hls4ml-tutorial


Bonus
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hls4ml challenges
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- Pipelined designs

- Goal is to achieve the lowest latency
- Unrolls everything below it ⇒ blows up 

resource usage 
- Complete partitioning of arrays
- Multiplications with 0 weights are 

excluded
- Difficult to scale ⇒ no CNNs
- Long synthesis time

void my_model(
    input_t input_1[16],
    result_t layer7_out[5]
) {
  #pragma HLS ARRAY_RESHAPE variable=input_1 complete dim=0
  #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=layer7_out complete dim=0
  #pragma HLS PIPELINE 

  ... // w2, w4, w6 are static arrays
  
  layer2_t layer2_out[64];
  #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=layer2_out complete dim=0
  nnet::dense<input_t,layer2_t,config2>(input_1,layer2_out,w2,b2);

  layer3_t layer3_out[64];
  #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=layer3_out complete dim=0
  nnet::relu<layer2_t,layer3_t,config3>(layer2_out,layer3_out);

  layer4_t layer4_out[32];
  #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=layer4_out complete dim=0
  nnet::dense<layer3_t,layer4_t,config4>(layer3_out,layer4_out,w4,b4);

  layer5_t layer5_out[32];
  #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=layer5_out complete dim=0
  nnet::relu<layer4_t,layer5_t,config5>(layer4_out,layer5_out);

  layer6_t layer6_out[16];
  #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=layer6_out complete dim=0
  nnet::dense<layer5_t,layer6_t,config6>(layer5_out,layer6_out,w6,b6);

  nnet::softmax<layer6_t,result_t,config11>(layer6_out,layer7_out);
}
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- Using streams

- Use DATAFLOW in the top function
- Only sequential access to a stream
- Need to rethink all algorithms 
- Fast synthesis time
- Easier to scale
- Dataflow causes co-simulation hanging 

because of insufficient depth of streams
- How can that be recalculated?

void my_model(
    hls::stream<input_t> &input_1,
    hls::stream<result_t> &layer7_out
) {
  #pragma HLS INTERFACE axis port=input1,layer7_out 
  #pragma HLS DATAFLOW 

  ... // w2, w4, w6 are static arrays
  
  hls::stream<layer2_t> layer2_out("layer2_out");
  #pragma HLS STREAM variable=layer2_out depth=64
  nnet::dense<input_t,layer2_t,config2>(input_1,layer2_out,w2,b2);

  hls::stream<layer3_t> layer3_out("layer3_out");
  #pragma HLS STREAM variable=layer3_out depth=64
  nnet::relu<layer2_t,layer3_t,config3>(layer2_out,layer3_out);

  hls::stream<layer4_t> layer4_out("layer4_out");
  #pragma HLS STREAM variable=layer4_out depth=32
  nnet::dense<layer3_t,layer4_t,config4>(layer3_out,layer4_out,w4,b4);

  hls::stream<layer5_t> layer5_out("layer5_out");
  #pragma HLS STREAM variable=layer5_out depth=32
  nnet::relu<layer4_t,layer5_t,config5>(layer4_out,layer5_out);

  hls::stream<layer6_t> layer6_out("layer6_out");
  #pragma HLS STREAM variable=layer6_out depth=16
  nnet::dense<layer5_t,layer6_t,config6>(layer5_out,layer6_out,w6,b6);

  nnet::softmax<layer6_t,result_t,config11>(layer6_out,layer7_out);
}

hls4ml challenges
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- Diverging backends 

- Difference in functionality and data type (ac_fixed vs ap_fixed)
- We have to duplicate a lot if we are not careful
- A lot of code to be tested
- Three FPGA backends + CPU/GPU backend (oneAPI)
- Alleviated by abstracting backend functionality, and creating a shared parent backend for FPGAs

- Testing

- Big surface area to test
- Lots of possible and impossible model architectures to parse, convert and run
- Complicated by need to check for both correctness and performance
- A CI platform (Jenkins) used for the (ever expanding) test suite

hls4ml challenges


